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Abstract: Thermally reduced graphite oxide (TRGO), containing only four single carbon
layers on average, was combined with ammonium polyphosphate (APP) and magnesium
hydroxide (MH), respectively, in polypropylene (PP). The nanoparticle’s influence on
different flame-retarding systems and possible synergisms in pyrolysis, reaction to small
flame, fire behavior and mechanical properties were determined. TRGO has a positive
effect on the yield stress, which is decreased by both flame-retardants and acts as a
synergist with regard to Young’s modulus. The applicability and effects of TRGO as
an adjuvant in combination with conventional flame-retardants depends strongly on
the particular flame-retardancy mechanism. In the intumescent system, even small
concentrations of TRGO change the viscosity of the pyrolysing melt crucially. In case of
oxygen index (OI) and UL 94 test, the addition of increasing amounts of TRGO to PP/APP
had a negative impact on the oxygen index and the UL 94 classification. Nevertheless,
systems with only low amounts (≤1 wt%) of TRGO achieved V-0 classification in the UL
94 test and high oxygen indices (>31 vol%). TRGO strengthens the residue structure of
MH and therefore functions as a strong synergist in terms of OI and UL 94 classification
(from HB to V-0).
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1. Introduction
Flame-retardants, like metal hydroxides, intumescent systems or various phosphorous substances,
have been extensively investigated and established in many polymers in order to achieve halogen-free
and environmentally friendly flame-retardant solutions [1–4]. These systems present various
flame-retardancy mechanisms, like gas phase or condensed phase mechanism and physical or chemical
actions [5]. High concentrations of halogen-free flame-retardants starting from 20 wt% up to 60 wt%
are required to fulfill the parameters and classifications demanded by industry. Especially the
very high amounts of metal hydroxides Al(OH)3 and Mg(OH)2 (40 wt% to 60 wt%) often alter the
mechanical properties of the composites, rendering them brittle by deteriorating the elongation at
break, accompanied by impairing both impact strength and tensile strength [6–9].
Much lower concentrations are required in the case of nanoparticle flame-retardants, like layered
silicates, carbon nanotubes, nanometer-sized metal oxides, or polyhedral oligomeric silsesquioxane
(POSS) where concentrations of less than 5 wt% to 10 wt% are able to achieve remarkable results to
improve the heat release rate and fire behavior of non-charring polymers like polypropylene [10–13].
During combustion of the non-charring polymers, nanoparticles form residue layers on top of the
sample, which act as heat shields and reduce the heat input from the gas phase to the pyrolysis
zone [14–16]. Nanocomposites burn with the typical features of residue-forming materials and have a
peak heat release rate up to 85% lower than the neat polymer [17,18]. Despite their success in the cone
calorimeter, nanoparticles are often not efficient in reducing the overall flammability of polymers.
The UL 94 classification and oxygen index remain similar or are even worsened by the addition of
nanoparticles [19–23]. An increase in nanocomposites’ melt viscosity hinders the polymer material
from dripping or flowing away from the pyrolysis zone and thus from cooling it. The latest proposals
for flame-retardant nanofillers are graphene particles, which have already proved to have the strongest
influence on non-charring polymer properties and especially on the burning behavior within the group
of carbon (nano)particles [16,19,20].
Nanoparticles were investigated not only as sole polymer fillers, but also as adjuvants and as a
replacement for conventional halogen-free flame-retardants, like phosphorous, intumescent or metal
hydroxide flame-retardants. To date mainly layered silicates but also carbon nanotubes, POSS, metal
oxides and boehmite have been used to enhance the flame retardancy efficiency of halogen-free
compounds [24–30]. Thereby, the results for combining conventional flame-retardants varied from
worsening the flame retardancy effect to synergistic enhancement. Due to the charring and residue-forming
behavior of e.g., intumescent and metal hydroxide flame retardants, but also of charring polymers, the
additional nanoparticles do not introduce residue formation as in non-charring polymer systems.
Instead, the nanoparticles change the properties of the already existing residue. Their influence ranges
from influencing the formation of residue, as in intumescent systems by increased melt viscosity, to
mechanical reinforcement and changing the residue surface when combined with metal hydroxides.
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The aim of this work is to evaluate the applicability of functionalized graphene (TRGO)
prepared by thermal reduction of graphite oxide as an adjuvant in conventional flame-retardants in
polypropylene (PP). To this end, two flame retardancy systems were chosen that differ strongly in their
modes of action. A commercial intumescent system based on ammonium polyphosphate (APP) was
used to represent the physical action of insulation. Intumescent systems build up a cross-linked residue
that swells under the release of blowing agents. In the case of intumescent systems, an adjusted melt
viscosity in the condensed phase is required in order to guarantee the best possible intumescence.
The second conventional flame retardant used was magnesium hydroxide (MH), which works via
physical action, combining gas-phase and condensed-phase mechanisms. Upon heating, MH is
converted into MgO and H2O. The strongly endothermic reaction cools the condensed phase, MgO
forms a protective layer on top of the sample and H2O dilutes and cools the gas phase. When combining
APP and MH each with graphene, the cooperation between halogen-free flame-retardant and
nanoparticle depended strongly on the flame-retardants’ modes of action.
2. Experimental Section
2.1. Materials
Impact-modified polypropylene (PP, Moplen EP300K) was supplied by LyondellBasell (Frankfurt,
Germany). TRGO (layered morphology, particle surface area of 750 m2/g measured by the BET
(Brunauer–Emmett–Teller) method, equated to stacks of four single graphene layers on average) was
produced at the University of Freiburg within the joint research project FUNgraphen. As conventional
flame-retardants, two systems with different modes of action were used: An intumescent system based
on ammonium polyphosphate (APP) (Budit 3167, Chemische Fabrik Budenheim, Budenheim, Germany)
and the mineral filler magnesium hydroxide (MH) (Magnifin H-10, Albemarle, Baton Rouge, LA,
USA). The APP concentration of 27.5 wt% used was suggested by the supplier to achieve UL94 V-0
classification. The compositions of the investigated materials are shown in Table 1.
TRGO was synthesized from natural graphite (KFL 99.5, AMG Mining AG, Hauzenberg, Germany)
according to the modified Hummers method [31,32], where graphite was oxidized with KMnO4 to yield
graphite oxide (GO). After washing and drying, GO was thermally reduced in a rotating tube furnace
(Nabertherm, Lilienthal, Germany) equipped with an automated GO feed by rapid heating to 750 °C
under inert N2 atmosphere. The obtained product was thermally reduced graphite oxide (TRGO) in the
form of a fluffy black powder, which was used without further purification.
Thermal reduction of GO does not lead to the complete removal of oxygen containing groups on the
GO sheets. Compared to the perfect polyaromatic structure of graphene, TRGO yields functional
hydroxyl, phenolic and carboxylic groups. In addition, TRGO sheets present a wrinkled architecture
due to the formation of structural defects by thermal reduction. The amount of functional groups or in
other words the oxygen content of TRGO sheets is controlled by the reduction temperature in the tube
furnace. Thereby the oxygen content decreases with increasing furnace temperature. Therefore, TRGO
is also referred to as functionalized graphene, which is desirable for further chemical modification,
e.g., grafting, of graphene [32,33].
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Table 1. Composition of the investigated combinations APP (ammonium polyphosphate)
& TRGO (thermally reduced graphite oxide) in PP (polypropylene) and MH (magnesium
hydroxide) & TRGO in PP.
Material
PP
PP/1TRGO
PP/APP
PP/APP/0.5TRGO
PP/APP/1TRGO
PP/APP/2TRGO
PP/53MH
PP/53MH/1TRGO
PP/59MH
PP/59MH/1TRGO
PP/60MH
PP/60MH/1TRGO

ωPP (wt%)
100
99
72.5
72
71.5
70.5
47
46
41
40
40
39

ωAPP (wt%)
27.5
27.5
27.5
27.5
-

ωMH (wt%)
53
53
59
59
60
60

ωTRGO (wt%)
1
0.5
1
2
1
1
1

To prepare the composites, first TRGO was dispersed in acetone (5 g/L) by applying an ultrasound
device Bandelin Sonopuls K76 (Berlin, Germany) [34]. Ground PP powder prepared using a cutting mill
M50/80, (Hellweg, Roetgen, Germany) was added to the dispersion. Then acetone was removed under
reduced pressure and the TRGO-coated PP powder was dried for one night at 60 °C before compounding.
In a tumbling mixer the flame-retardant systems APP and MH were mixed either with PP powder or
with the TRGO-coated PP powder in order to realize the desired compositions. The prepared
composite mixtures were melt-extruded using a co-rotating Collin bench-top twin screw compounder
(Collin Teach-Line® ZK 25 T, Dr. Collin GmbH, Ebersberg, Germany, L/D = 24 (length to diameter
ratio of extruder screw), Tmax = 210 °C) with an average hold-up time of 1 min and a screw speed of
120 rpm. The extruded granulate was dried overnight and afterwards injection-moulded to test
specimens for fire tests on an injection-moulding device K 65/180/55 CX V from Krauss Maffei
(Munich, Germany, Tmax = 210 °C, Tmould = 30 °C). Specimens for mechanical stress strain testing were
injection-moulded on a Ferromatik Milacron K 40 (Ferromatik Milacron, Malterdingen, Germany,
Tmax = 210 °C, Tmould = 30 °C).
2.2. Methods
Thermal decomposition of the polymer composites was investigated via thermogravimetry (TG) on a
Netzsch-TG 209 ASC F1 Iris (Netzsch, Selb, Germany). The materials were heated from 30 to 900 °C at
a heating rate of 10 °C/min. Samples of the combination APP/TRGO were 10 mg in mass and
investigated under air flow of 10 mL/min. Samples of the combination MH/TRGO were 5 mg in
mass and investigated under N2 flow of 10 mL/min. The TG was coupled with a Tensor 27
Fourier-transformed infrared (FTIR) spectrometer (Bruker Optics, Ettlingen, Germany) in order to
investigate the gaseous pyrolysis products online. The transfer line and the measuring cell of the FTIR
were heated up to 250 °C.
Reaction to a small flame was investigated by measuring the oxygen index (OI) according to
ISO 4589 (specimen size 150 mm × 10 mm × 4 mm) using an apparatus by Fire Testing Technology
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(FTT, East Grinstead, UK). The UL 94 classification was determined according to IEC 60695-11-10 with a
sample size of 125 mm × 13 mm × 3 mm. Investigation of the burning behavior under forced-flaming
conditions was carried out on a cone calorimeter by FTT according to ISO 5660. The samples
100 mm × 100 mm × 3 mm in size were irradiated with 50 kW/m2 and a cone heater-specimen
distance of 35 mm. The distance of 35 mm was chosen due to the expected intumescence of samples.
The materials were measured only in duplicate when the results showed no deviation above 10% in
any characteristic; otherwise three measurements were performed.
The quality of macroscopic residue structure was assessed by visual observation and the
microscopic structure inside the residues was investigated by scanning electron microscope (SEM) FEI
XL30 ESEM (FEI, Eindhoven, The Netherlands) at 4000× magnification.
Viscosity of the molten intumescent composites was investigated via frequency sweep method
(ω = 0.1 to 100 s−1, γ = 0.5%) at 210 °C on a rheometer MCR 501 (Anton Paar, Ostfildern, Germany).
To assess the insulation properties of the residues, the temperature development on the back of the
sample was monitored on-line during a cone calorimeter test with 50 kW/m2. For that reason, a type K
thermo element wire (diameter 1 mm) was fastened to the back of the 3-mm-thick cone calorimeter
sample (schematic set-up in [35]).
Investigations on mechanical properties were performed using a stress-strain machine (Zwick Z005,
Ulm, Germany) compliant with ISO 527-1/2 to obtain the Young’s Modulus and yield stress. Notched
Charpy impact strength was investigated according to DIN EN ISO 179 under standardized conditions
on a Zwick pendulum. The results are the averaged values of ten measurements.
2.3. Quantification of Synergism
Synergism describes the behavior of two additives that cause a greater effect when combined than the
sum of the effects of both additives when used alone. Quantification of the synergy in order to improve
the synergy discussion was proposed by Weil and Lewin [36] as well as more recently [37,38].
A synergistic behavior of two components affecting a certain material property is assessed by calculating
the synergy effect (SE) index according to Equation (1) [39]. For example, Equation (1) is written to
assess the co-operation of MH and TRGO in terms of oxygen index (OI). Thereby, x and y correspond to
the weight proportion of both additives. In the case of synergism, the value of SE is greater than 1,
a value equals to 1 describes superposition and a value less than 1 describes antagonism.

SEOI =

OIPP+xMH+yTRGO − OIPP
(OIPP+xMH − OIPP )+(OIPP+yTRGO − OIPP )

(1)

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Intumescent APP + TRGO
3.1.1. Pyrolysis
In case of intumescent materials burning, stable flames usually do not cover the whole sample surface,
so that oxygen is able to reach the pyrolysis zone for thermo-oxidation. Therefore, the TG investigations
of PP/APP/TRGO were performed under airflow to simulate a realistic pyrolysis situation in fires.
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PP decomposed in two separate steps (Figure 1). The first step between 250 and 400 °C is assigned
to the thermal oxidation of PP with charring and formation of 4 wt% residue. Charring of a polymer
under oxygen is a complex process that involves oxidation, the formation of double bonds, cyclization
and aromatization [40,41]. PP decomposes via the formation and release of CO, CO2, aldehydes,
ketones, carboxylic acids, esters, alkenes, conjugated alkenes and furans [42–44]. The FTIR spectra of
the volatile decomposition products of PP at maximum release rate are presented in Figure 2. CO and
CO2 led to their typical set of signals from 600 to 700 cm−1 (CO2), from 2030 to 2225 cm−1 (CO) and
from 2225 to 2400 cm−1 (CO2). The further detected signals are related to vibrations of C=O stretching in
aldehydes, ketones, carboxylic acids and esters (1670 to 1800 cm−1); to C=C stretching in alkenes,
conjugated alkenes and furans (1590 to 1670 cm−1, 1510 and 1542 cm−1); to C–H stretching in aldehydes
(2700 to 2800 cm−1), in ketones (2937 cm−1), in aliphatic –CH3/–CH2–(2968 cm−1) and in olefinic =CH2
(3078 cm−1); to C–H deformation in olefinic =CH2 (892 cm−1) and aliphatic –CH3/–CH2– (1460 cm−1);
to O–H stretching in carboxylic acids and alcohols (3500 to 3600 cm−1); to C–O stretching in
carboxylic acids (1170 cm−1) and to C–C skeletal vibration in aldehydes (1372 cm−1). The second
decomposition step of PP led to the total thermal oxidation of the charred residue by releasing CO and
CO2. The decomposition of APP proceeded in two well-known steps [45,46]. Between 290 and
450 °C, condensation and cross-linking of the polyphosphate chains to poly (phosphoric acid) released
NH3 and water. Starting from 450 °C, the cross-linked poly (phosphoric acids) were evaporated or
converted into sublimating P4O10 due to further dehydration. The FTIR spectra of the first
decomposition step of APP (Figure 2) present typical signals related to N–H stretching and
deformation vibrations in NH3 at 931, 965, 1626 and 3334 cm−1. The mass loss of PP/APP with
27.5 wt% APP presented the same two decomposition steps as APP. Only a very small shoulder from
250 to 300 °C on the mass loss rate curve (Figure 1b) of PP/APP marks the beginning of PP
decomposition. After initial release, the volatile oxidation products of PP were trapped in the multiple
cells of the swollen residue and released after a delay. After the first decomposition step of PP/APP,
a residue of 23 wt% was obtained, corresponding to the expected residue calculated via linear
combination of PP and APP mass loss curves. Consequently, no or only slight cross-linking between
PP and APP decomposition products is indicated. In addition, APP in PP had no influence on the type
of volatile decomposition products, as the FTIR spectra of PP/APP combined the detected signals for
PP and APP.
The thermal decomposition of PP/APP/TRGO composites proceeded similar to PP/APP.
The addition of increasing TRGO concentrations (0.5 wt%, 1 wt%, 2 wt%) to PP/APP shifted only the
end of the first decomposition step, with the release of NH3, water and PP thermal oxidation products
up to 40 °C to higher temperatures. The layered TRGO particles are proposed to strengthen and
solidify the structure of the intumescent residue and thereby hinder the diffusion of the volatiles
through the residue. The TRGO particles had no influence on the kind of volatiles of PP and APP
decomposition, and increased the amount of intumescent residue in proportion to their concentration.
This inert behavior has been reported before when TRGO particles were used in PP and halogenated
flame-retarded PP [16,19].
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Figure 1. (a) Mass loss and (b) mass loss rate of PP, APP, PP/APP and of the
combinations of PP/APP/TRGO under airflow.

Figure 2. FTIR spectra during maximum mass loss rate of PP decomposition in PP,
PP/APP and combinations of PP/APP/TRGO.

3.1.2. Reaction to Small Flame
27.5 wt% APP in PP led to fast development of an intumescent layer on top of the material.
The intumescent layer isolated the pyrolysis zone from the flame heat and reduced the release of
combustible pyrolysis gases. Therefore the oxygen index (OI) increased from 19 vol% (PP) to 40 vol%
(PP/APP) and the UL 94 classification improved from HB to V-0 (Table 2) thanks to fast
extinguishment of the sample bars. With the addition of TRGO to PP/APP, a slower and weaker
swelling of the intumescent layer was observed during the OI and UL 94 tests. An increasing
nanoparticle content reduced the OI down to 24 vol% in case of 2 wt% TRGO. This result contrasts
with the effect of POSS nanoparticles combined with an intumescent flame-retardant system, which
caused stronger swelling and an increased OI [26], but is in agreement with results for layered silicate
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particles with APP in epoxy resin [47]. Due to the weaker swelling, the time to extinguish the samples
in the UL 94 test prolonged with increasing TRGO content. For PP/APP/2TRGO, the samples no
longer extinguished and the UL 94 classification changed to HB. Despite the negative impact of
TRGO on OI and UL 94 test, PP/APP/0.5TRGO and PP/APP/1TRGO with low TRGO amount
presented sufficient intumescence and significantly lower flammability than PP.
Table 2. Reaction to small flame tests for PP, PP/APP and combinations of PP/APP/TRGO.
Material
PP
PP/APP
PP/APP/0.5TRGO
PP/APP/1TRGO
PP/APP/2TRGO

OI (vol%) Error ± 1
19
40
36
31
24

UL 94
HB
V-0
V-0
V-0
HB

3.1.3. Fire Behavior
Intumescent systems show flame retardancy via swelling in the condensed phase to a sponge-like
multi-cellular residue that insulates the underlying material from heat transport into the sample.
Additionally, the intumescent layer is proposed as a barrier against mass and fuel transport from
the condensed phase to the flame zone [4]. In the case of the PP/APP system, the intumescent layer
developed immediately and strongly after ignition in the cone calorimeter, forming a first insulating
layer on top of the sample. At the beginning of combustion, the heat release rate (HRR) presented
a small peak of 100 kW/m2, but decreased at once with the onset of swelling (Figure 3a), with just
a few small flames visible on the edges of the sample. With further swelling in the condensed phase
above the aluminum tray (Figure 3b), fuel gases were released from unclosed cells on the edges of
residue. This effect increased with increasing residue height and led to a continuously increasing HRR
with a PHRR (Peak heat release rate) of 254 kW/m2, which corresponds to a reduction of 88%
compared to PP. At the end of combustion, the intumescent layer of PP/APP was 17 times higher than
the original sample thickness (Figure 3b) and formed a fire residue of 14 wt% (Table 3).
Figure 3. (a) Heat release rate of PP, PP/APP and combinations of PP/APP/TRGO;
intumescent residue after burning of (b) PP/APP; (c) PP/APP/0.5TRGO; (d) PP/APP/1TRGO
and (e) PP/APP/2TRGO.
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0.5 wt%, 1 wt% and 2 wt% TRGO in PP/APP changed the burning behavior of the composites and
their intumescence dramatically. The beginning of the development of intumescence was delayed,
with increasing TRGO content and the degree of swelling decreased (Figure 3c–e), similar to layered
silicates in combination with APP [47]. The burning behavior changed in the direction of residue-forming
materials with the typical shape of HRR curve for PP/APP/2TRGO [18]. The combination of intumescence
and residue formation further decreased the PHRR, down to 216 kW/m2 (89% reduction) in the case of
PP/APP/2TRGO. The weaker intumescence of the PP/APP/TRGO composites is caused by increased
viscosity in the condensed phase. The viscosity of the condensed phase is a crucial factor for the
efficient development of intumescent protection layers [48,49]. When viscosity is too low, the blowing
agent NH3 and H2O for APP is released easily from the condensed phase via bubbling and no longer
available for swelling. In a condensed phase that is too viscous the blowing agent does not generate
enough pressure for swelling. Increasing amounts of TRGO increased the melt viscosity of the already
optimized commercial intumescent system APP in PP (Figure 4a). The increase in melt viscosity by
nanoparticles is a generally known feature and has already been observed for many particles like
TRGO, carbon nanotubes and layered silicate [16,19–21]. Nevertheless, the increase in viscosity for
low concentrations of 0.5 wt% TRGO appears to be tolerated without altering the swelling behavior of
APP. The TRGO particles acted as inert fillers during combustion and increased the residue amount
only slightly and in proportion to their concentration (Table 3).
Table 3. Peak heat release rate (PHRR) and residue after combustion of PP, PP/APP and
combinations of PP/APP/TRGO.
Material

PHRR (kW/m2)

Residue (wt%)

PP
PP/APP
PP/APP/0.5TRGO
PP/APP/1TRGO
PP/APP/2TRGO

2,011 ± 80
254 ± 30
243 ± 10
230 ± 9
216 ± 9

0
14 ± 1
16 ± 1
16 ± 1
17 ± 1

Figure 4. (a) Melt viscosity at 210 °C over angular frequency of PP, PP/APP and
combinations of PP/APP/TRGO and (b) temperature development on the back of a cone
calorimeter sample during burning under 50 kW/m2 irradiation.
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The main commercial application of intumescent systems is the insulation of underlying material
from high temperatures in the flame zone and from heat input [49,50]. Figure 4b presents the
temperature development on the back of PP, PP/APP and PP/APP/TRGO composite samples during
burning in the cone calorimeter and gives information about the insulation efficiency of intumescent
layers. At the beginning of irradiation, the heating rates were similar for all investigated materials.
As soon as intumescence started to develop, the underlying material was insulated by the foam-like
residue. The heating rates decreased and the temperature increase was decelerated in the order of
PP < PP/APP/2TRGO < PP/APP/1TRGO < PP/APP/0.5TRGO < PP/APP. Going along with insulation,
re-radiation is proposed to occur on the hot residue surface, as was recently described for nanoparticle
residues [14,15]. Both factors reduce the effective heat flux penetrating the sample material.
After establishing the insulation properties of the swollen residue and the re-radiation, both the
effective heat flux and the heating rates became constant. Furthermore, the maximum temperature on
the back of the samples decreased and occurred later, with increasing height and faster development of
the intumescent layer. In PP/APP the maximum temperature was almost 200 °C lower than the
maximum temperature of PP. A direct correlation between insulating properties and the thickness of
intumescent layers has also been reported for intumescent coatings on steel plates [51,52].
3.1.4. Mechanical Properties
The mechanical properties Young’s modulus, yield strength and Charpy notched impact strength
are presented in Table 4. Yield stress decreased by the addition of APP to PP from 26.8 to 20.9 MPa,
but increased slightly in the case of PP/TRGO composites, independent of TRGO content. When
combined, TRGO was able to counterbalance the negative impact of APP on the yield stress slightly,
resulting in an increase from 20.9 to 22.4 MPa compared to PP/APP. The toughness of PP composites
represented by the Charpy notched impact strength decreased by the addition of both TRGO and APP
filler, both alone and in combination.
Table 4. Mechanical properties: Young’s modulus with synergy effect index, yield stress
and Charpy notched impact strength of PP/APP/TRGO composites.
Material
PP
PP/APP
PP/0.5TRGO
PP/1TRGO
PP/2TRGO
PP/APP/0.5TRGO
PP/APP/1TRGO
PP/APP/2TRGO

Young’s modulus
(MPa)
1,270 ± 15
1,840 ± 45
1,465 ± 32
1,465 ± 23
1,520 ± 18
2,050 ± 20
2,080 ± 15
2,005 ± 25

Yield stress
(MPa)
26.8 ± 0.2
20.9 ± 0.4
27.6 ± 0.3
27.5 ± 0.1
27.3 ± 0.3
22.1 ± 0.1
22.1 ± 0.1
22.4 ± 0.2

Charpy notched impact
strength (kJ/m²)
9.73 ± 0.95
2.36 ± 0.15
7.71 ± 0.51
6.90 ± 0.37
5.33 ± 0.15
2.64 ± 0.22
2.37 ± 0.04
2.09 ± 0.15

SEYoung’s modulus
1.020
1.059
0.896

APP alone and TRGO alone increased the Young’s modulus and therefore the stiffness of the
resulting composites compared to PP. In PP/APP the Young’s modulus was increased by 40% and
in PP/TRGO the increase was between 15% and 20% depending on the TRGO content (0.5 wt%,
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1 wt% and 2 wt%). The combination of APP with TRGO presented a stronger improvement of
stiffness than the single fillers. In PP/APP/0.5TRGO and PP/APP/1TRGO samples, the combination
of both additives even resulted in slightly synergistic behavior, with an increase in Young’s modulus
of 60%. Therefore, the mechanical properties of PP/APP/TRGO composites are characterized by a
decrease in toughness accompanied by improved stiffness.
3.2. Mineral Filler Mg(OH)2 + TRGO
3.2.1. Pyrolysis
Under N2, PP decomposed in one step between 400 and 500 °C, leaving no residue at the end of the
test (Figure 5). The mineral filler MH reacted to MgO via the release of 32 wt% water vapor in one
step between 300 and 400 °C. The PP/MH composites with 53 wt% and 59 wt% MH presented two
slightly overlapping decomposition steps. The first step from 300 to 430 °C is related to the pyrolysis
of MH. In case of the PP/MH composites, the end of MH decomposition and its maximum mass loss
rate (MLR) shifts to higher temperatures as the gaseous water has to diffuse through the polymer melt
before release. As the polymer is filled with particles, increased melt viscosity is presumed, as already
shown by Hornsby for another PP/magnesium hydroxide system [53], resulting in slow diffusion.
Complete pyrolysis of PP from PP/MH composites took place between approximately 400 and 500 °C,
similar to PP alone. Several polymer/Mg(OH)2 systems have already been tested where the addition of
the filler had no significant influence on the decomposition behavior of the polymer [54–56].
A strongly reduced MLR in step two originated from the replacement of matrix polymer PP by a large
amount of MH filler. After the end of PP pyrolysis, the residue remaining amounts to 35 wt% from
PP/53MH and 39 wt% from PP/59MH, respectively, which correspond to the theoretical yield of MgO
within the measurement uncertainty.
Figure 5. (a) Mass loss and (b) mass loss rate of PP, MH, PP/MH and of the combinations
of PP/MH/TRGO under N2 flow.

The addition of 1 wt% TRGO to PP/53MH and PP/59MH had no influence on the decomposition
behavior of MH, but shifted the pyrolysis of the matrix polymer PP to higher temperatures. Due to a
supposed further increase in melt viscosity by TRGO in PP/MH, the diffusion of PP pyrolysis gases
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through the polymer melt and their release are decelerated. A shift in pyrolysis temperatures to higher
temperatures and therefore stabilization of the polymer was also observed for the combination of
Al(OH)3 with layered silicates in ethylene-vinyl acetate [57]. With increasing MH content, the shift in
pyrolysis temperatures was more pronounced. The combination of 53 wt% MH with TRGO presented
an influence only on the Tonset. As PP decomposition proceeds, less polymer melt is available to hold
back the pyrolysis gases. The residue consisting of MgO and TRGO was not effective in hindering the
diffusion of the gaseous pyrolysis products. The effect of a shift in only Tonset is also known for TRGO
and other carbon particles like carbon black and carbon nanotubes [16,19,20]. The combination of
59 wt% MH with TRGO shifted the entire decomposition step to higher temperatures. The particle
residue structure of PP/59MH/1TRGO is proposed to be closely packed, hindering the diffusion of
gases through the residue even without a polymer matrix. At the end of thermal decomposition,
the addition of 1 wt% TRGO to PP/53MH and to PP/59MH increased the residue amount slightly in
correspondence to the very small amount of TRGO used.
Under inert atmosphere, the decomposition of PP proceeds via radical chain scission, releasing
aliphatic and olefinic compounds with the structural groups –CH3, –CH2– and =CH2 [58,59].
Stretching and bending vibrations of C–C double and single bonds and of C-H bonds produced signals
in the FTIR spectra (Figure 6) at 2960 cm−1, 2875 cm−1, 2733 cm−1, 1460 cm−1, 1379 cm−1, 1150 cm−1,
969 cm−1, 806 cm−1 (related to –CH3 group), 2920 cm−1, 2850 cm−1 (related to –CH2– group),
3079 cm−1, 1785 cm−1, 1645 cm−1 and 887 cm−1 (related to =CH2 group). The detected FTIR signals of
pyrolysis gases are the same for PP/MH and PP/MH/1TRGO as for PP. As there is also no additional
charring of the polymer, it is proposed that MH and MH/TRGO do not react with the pyrolysis
products of PP and have no interactions. MH and TRGO appear as inert fillers under anaerobic
pyrolysis conditions.
Figure 6. FTIR spectra during maximum mass loss rate of PP decomposition in PP,
PP/MH and combinations of PP/MH/TRGO.
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3.2.2. Reaction to Small Flame
The addition of MH in the range of concentrations from 53 wt% to 60 wt% to PP increased the
oxygen index (OI) from 19 vol% (PP) up to 32 vol% (PP/59MH) (Table 5). With increasing MH
content, a higher oxygen concentration is required to sustain candle-like burning of the sample, as the
fuel in the gas phase is more and more diluted by the release of water vapour from MH. Additionally,
increased formation of MgO residue on top of the sample is proposed to improve the heat shielding of
the OI samples, to decelerate pyrolysis and to act as barriers against the release of pyrolysis gases.
Therefore MH reduces the fuel supply in the gas phase. In the UL 94 test, composites with 53 wt%
MH and 59 wt% MH were HB classified, similar to PP. Only for PP/60MH did effective flame
retardancy of MH take place, enabling the sample to extinguish within 30 s without dripping and to
improve the UL 94 classification from HB to V-1.
Table 5. Reaction to small flame tests for PP, PP/MH and combinations of PP/MH/TRGO.
Material
OI (vol%) Error ± 1 SEOI UL 94
PP
19
HB
PP/1TRGO
19
HB
PP/53MH
28
HB
PP/59MH
32
HB
PP/60MH
31
V-1
PP/53MH/1TRGO
30
1.341
V-0
PP/59MH/1TRGO
38
1.445
V-0
PP/60MH/1TRGO
35
1.276
V-0

Combining the different PP/MH composites with 1 wt% TRGO increased the OI further by 3 vol%
to 5 vol%, with the highest OI observed for PP/59MH/1TRGO (37 vol%). TRGO alone in PP/1TRGO
had no influence on the OI. But in combination with MH, TRGO increased the OI, which indicates
synergism between both fillers. The synergistic behavior is supported by SEOI values between 1.276
and 1.445, which were achieved for all PP/MH/TRGO combinations. In the UL 94 test, an improvement
from HB/V-1 to V-0 was observed for all investigated MH concentrations when combined with 1 wt%
TRGO. As PP/1TRGO was HB-classified, MH and TRGO show synergism in terms of UL 94
classification as well. TRGO is supposed to improve the residue structure of MgO, which leads to
easier extinguishment of the sample by increasing the efficiency of heat shielding and through an
improved barrier against fuel release.
3.2.3. Fire Behavior
In the cone calorimeter, PP burnt with the typical features of a non-residue-forming material with a
peak heat release rate (PHRR) of 2011 kW/m2 (Figure 7a, Table 6) [18]. 53 wt% to 60 wt% MH
reduced the PHRR of PP/MH composites by 88% to 89% compared to PP via the combination of
several flame retardancy mechanisms [5,60,61]. Due to the high concentration of MH in the composites,
the matrix polymer PP is strongly diluted and much less material is available for combustion.
Water vapor released during thermal decomposition of MH cools the gas phase and dilutes the fuel, so
that the effective heat of combustion (THE (total heat evolved)/TML (total mass loss), Table 6)
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decreased with increasing MH content from 4.1 (PP) to 2.9 MJ/m2·g (PP/60MH). The heating of the
condensed phase is decelerated by the endothermic decomposition reaction of MH and by the
heat-shielding effect of the MgO residue on top of the sample. Heat-shielding effects are reported for
nanoparticles whose flame retardancy mechanism is based on residue formation [14–16,35]. Therefore,
MH changed the burning behavior of PP/MH composites strongly in the direction of typical
residue-forming materials. Typical features include prolonged burning time, a constant heat release
rate (HRR) during combustion, a reduced PHRR and the shift of the PHRR to the beginning of
combustion. Figure 7b shows the temperature development on the back of PP and PP/60MH cone
calorimeter samples during burning to give insight into the shielding effect in PP/MH composites.
Directly after ignition, MgO residue formation has not yet taken place and the heating rates of PP and
PP/60MH are similar. Due to the similar heating rates, heat release increased at the same rate in PP and
in PP/MH composites. With proceeding combustion, MgO residue formed by migration and
agglomeration of the particles and the effective heat flux from flame and external heat source is
reduced by re-radiation on the residue surface. Therefore the heating rates of PP/MH composites
started to decrease. Heating of the pyrolysis zone and pyrolysis itself was retarded, leading to reduced
fuel release rates and therefore to a declining HRR. As soon as the effective heat flux into the sample
is stabilized by the formation of residue, the heating rate of the sample and the HRR becomes constant.
The PHRR of PP/MH composites decreased with increasing MH content (Table 6).
The heat-shielding efficiency of a residue is determined by the macroscopic and microscopic
residue structure, as already shown for CB (carbon black) and TRGO in PP and for the combination of
layered silicates with low-melting silicate glass in epoxy resin [16,62]. The residue structures of
PP/MH composites improved with increasing MH content (Figure 8a,c). 53 wt% MH formed a residue
that covers the entire macroscopic surface but consists of loosely arranged agglomerates without
cohesion. The residue of 59 wt% presented a more uniform surface with larger agglomerated units.
The microscopic structure of the PP/59MH residue also appeared denser and more stable than the
PP/53MH residue.
Figure 7. (a) Heat release rate of PP, PP/MH and combinations of PP/MH/TRGO and
(b) temperature development on the back of PP, PP/60MH and PP/60MH/1TRGO cone
calorimeter samples during burning at 50 kW/m2 irradiation.
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Table 6. Peak heat release rate (PHRR), total heat evolved (THE), residue and effective heat
of combustion (THE/TML (total mass loss)) of PP, PP/MH and combinations of PP/MH/TRGO.
Material
PHRR (kW/m2) THE (MJ/m2) Residue (wt%) THE/TML (MJ/m2·g)
PP
2,011 ± 80
106 ± 4
0
4.1 ± 0.2
PP/53MH
240 ± 10
81 ± 3
33 ± 1
3.2 ± 0.1
PP/59MH
226 ± 9
75 ± 3
38 ± 2
3.0 ± 0.1
PP/60MH
225 ± 9
72 ± 3
40 ± 2
2.9 ± 0.1
PP/53MH/1G
203 ± 8
82 ± 3
34 ± 1
3.2 ± 0.1
PP/59MH/1G
181 ± 7
75 ± 3
38 ± 2
3.0 ± 0.1
PP/60MH/1G
190 ± 8
72 ± 3
41 ± 2
3.0 ± 0.1

Figure 8. Macroscopic surface structure and microscopic structure of cone calorimeter
residues of (a) PP/53MH; (b) PP/53MH/1TRGO; (c) PP/59MH and (d) PP/59MH/1TRGO.
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Addition of 1 wt% TRGO to the PP/MH composites further reduced the HRR during combustion so
that the PHRR occurred directly after ignition and before the formation of protective residue layers
(Figure 7a). Compared to PP, the combination of MH with TRGO reduced the PHRR (peak heat
release rate) by up to 91% from 2011 to 181 kW/m2. TRGO improved the heat-shielding efficiency of
the obtained residue, leading to further reduced heating rates of the underlying material once the
residue formed on top of the sample (Figure 7b). The residues of PP/53MH/1TRGO and
PP/59MH/1TRGO in Figure 8b,d presented a superior structure to the residues of PP/MH composites.
The residues had a smooth, uniform surface structure and appeared to be stable and flexible at the
same time. Despite moving and deforming of the sample during the test, the residue did not tear open.
The microscopic structure was also improved by adding TRGO to the PP/MH composites. TRGO
particles are proposed to fill the gaps between the MgO particles and are proposed to densify the
residue agglomerates. During combustion, TRGO particles acted as inert fillers, presenting only
condensed-phase mechanisms and exerting no influence on the effective heat of combustion of the
PP/MH/TRGO composites (Table 6). Due to their inert character and small amount of 1 wt%,
TRGO particles did not significantly change the THE (total heat evolved) or the amount of residue.
3.2.4. Mechanical Properties
The influence of MH and MH in combination with TRGO on the mechanical properties of PP
composites is listed in Table 7. MH alone in PP reduced the yield stress of PP, whereas additional
TRGO is able to counteract the reduction slightly through its positive effect on yield stress.
Nevertheless, all composites had a low yield stress compared to neat PP. An enormous increase in
flexibility was observed by the addition of MH to PP, probably due to the fatty-acid coating of MH
particles. The Charpy notched impact strength increased from 9.7 kJ/m2 for PP up to 35.6 kJ/m2 in the
case of PP/54MH. TRGO, in contrast, decreased the impact strength of PP/1TRGO and also had a
negative effect on toughness when used in in combination with MH in PP composites. Nevertheless,
the impact strength of PP/MH/1TRGO is still 50% higher than the impact strength of PP. By adding
MH to neat PP an immense improvement of stiffness occurred with an augmentation of Young’s modulus
of up to 150% compared to PP with increasing MH concentration. Combining MH with 1 wt% TRGO
in PP/MH/1TRGO systems increased the Young’s modulus even further and more strongly than the
sum of the single fillers. TRGO and MH presented synergistic behavior in all combinations investigated.
Table 7. Mechanical properties: Young’s modulus with synergy effect index, yield stress
and Charpy notched impact strength of PP/MH/TRGO composites.
Material
PP
PP/1TRGO
PP/53MH
PP/54MH
PP/59MH
PP/53MH/1G
PP/54MH/1G
PP/59MH/1G

Young’s modulus
(MPa)
1,270 ± 15
1,465 ± 23
2,950 ± 70
2,990 ± 25
3,140 ± 15
3,150 ± 30
3,400 ± 25
3,500 ± 20

Yield stress
(MPa)
26.8 ± 0.2
27.5 ± 0.1
16.3 ± 0.2
15.7 ± 0.0
15.7 ± 0.2
16.9 ±0.1
16.9 ± 0.1
16.8 ± 0.0

Charpy notched impact
strength (kJ/m²)
9.73 ± 0.95
6.90 ± 0.37
29.0 ± 3.10
35.6 ± 2.62
29.0 ± 2.46
14.1 ± 0.92
13.8 ± 0.95
13.4 ± 0.99

SEYoung’s modulus
1.003
1.113
1.080
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4. Conclusions
The applicability of TRGO as a flame retardancy adjuvant for a commercial intumescent
ammonium polyphosphate (APP) system and for the mineral filler magnesium hydroxide (MH) was
investigated. The cooperation between TRGO and conventional flame retardant depended strongly on
the modes of action. In combination with APP, TRGO influenced mainly the development of
intumescence due to the increase in condensed-phase viscosity with increasing TRGO content.
Swelling was decelerated, the height of the resulting protective layer decreased and the burning
behavior changed to residue-forming materials with increasing TRGO content. Decreasing height of
swelling resulted in decreased insulation properties of the intumescent layer against heat input from the
flame. With very low concentrations of TRGO up to 1 wt%, the effect of the viscosity increase did not
yet influence the reaction to small flame of PP/APP/TRGO composites, so that a high oxygen index
and UL 94 V-0 classification were achieved, similar to PP/APP. But with increasing TRGO content of
>1 wt%, a decrease in OI and worsening of the UL 94 classification from V-0 to HB occurred.
To achieve the best possible intumescence for PP/APP/TRGO, the combination with plasticisers is
proposed to adjust the ideal condensed-phase viscosity. In combination with MH, TRGO densified the
particle network in the composites and increased thermal stability against pyrolysis by shifting the
Tonset and Tmax of PP decomposition in PP/MH/TRGO composites to higher temperatures. During
combustion, TRGO strongly enhanced the surface structure and the microscopic structure of the MH
residue. The resulting effective heat shielding led to an improvement, especially in the reaction to
small flame. MH and TRGO acted synergistically and improved the UL 94 classification from HB/V-1
for PP/MH to V-0 for PP/MH/TRGO and increased the oxygen index strongly with addition of TRGO
to PP/MH. Due to the synergy, the overall amount of flame retardant additives required decreases for
the combination of MH with TRGO. In the cone calorimeter, improved heat shielding in
PP/MH/TRGO presented better insulation properties than PP/MH and further decreased the heat
release rate. TRGO presented positive effects on the yield stress and even synergistic effects on the
Young’s modulus of the composites in both the intumescent system and the MH system.
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